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Abstract— Environmental monitoring is a rather new field in
robotics. One of the main appealing tasks is gas mapping, i.e.,
the characterization of the chemical properties (concentration,
dispersion, etc.) of the air within an environment. Current
approaches rely on a robot using standard localization and
mapping techniques to fuse gas measures with spatial features.
These approaches require sophisticated sensors and/or high
computational resources. We propose a minimalistic approach,
in which one or multiple low-cost robots exploit the ability
to store information in the environment, or “stigmergy”, to
effectively compute an artificial potential leading toward the
likely location of the gas source, as indicated by a highest gas
concentration or fluctuation. The potential is computed and
stored directly on an array of RFID tags buried under the
floor. Our approach has been validated in extensive experiments
performed on real robots in a domestic environment.

I. INTRODUCTION
The interest in robotic olfaction for air quality monitoring
is growing steadily, mostly driven by the need to protect
the humans and the environment from the presence of toxic
contaminants and pathogens in the air. A mobile robot
equipped with an electronic-nose (e-nose) can act as an
autonomous wireless node for monitoring purposes. The
use of mobile platforms extend the capabilities offered by
static sensors: for example they allow to adaptively tune the
monitoring resolution and allow fault resiliency.
Robotic olfaction is a young research field, and a number
of research challenges remain open. The two key topics in
this field are gas source localization and gas distribution
modeling. Gas source localization with mobile robots deals
with the goal of finding a source that releases some chemical
substance. Gas distribution modeling is the task of deriving a
truthful representation of the observed gas distribution from a
set of spatially and temporally distributed measurements of
gas concentration. Both topics are very challenging tasks.
One main reason is that in many realistic scenarios gas
is dispersed by turbulent advection. Turbulent flow creates
packets of gas that follow chaotic trajectories [1]. This
results in a concentration field that consists of fluctuating,
intermittent patches of high concentration.
The two topics above are closely connected, and can be
seen as dual aspects of the same problem. On one hand,
knowing the gas source may allow us to form predictions
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about the gas distribution; on the other hand, gas distribution modeling can provide useful information to locate
a gas source. There are, however, several difficulties that
limit the practical applicability of current techniques. Gas
distribution modeling requires that the robot is able to selflocalize (with respect to a fixed frame or respect to other
robots) and possibly to build a map of the environment.
This in turn typically requires the use of expensive sensors
and/or computationally heavy algorithms, which makes these
techniques unsuitable for practical, inexpensive service or
consumer robots. Gas source localization, by contrast, can be
performed in a reactive or quasi-reactive way with minimal
sensing and computation. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of
reactive approaches is seriously hindered by the turbulent
nature of gas distributions, which prevents the formation of
a smooth concentration gradient that the robot can follow.
In this paper, we propose to overcome these limitations
by allowing the robot to use the environment to store
information about gas measures. Since information is stored
directly in the physical environment rather than in the
robot’s memory, there is no need to maintain an explicit
correspondence between locations in memory and locations
in the environment – i.e., the robot does not need to perform
self-localization. We use an RFID floor, that is, a floor with
a grid of read-write RFID tags buried underneath it. RFID
floors are an emerging technology [2], and several authors
have used them to help the robot to perform goal-directed
navigation [3] or self-localization [4], [5]. Here, we use them
to store information about gas distribution.
Our choice implies a prior installation of a fixed infrastructure, which brings multiple advantages. First, the hardware
required to execute the task is minimal: basically it consists
of a RFID reader and a gas sensor. Second, as it will be
detailed in the further, we avoid the use of sophisticated
algorithms like SLAM and explicit communication for datafusion. From the point of view of technological feasibility,
it should be noticed that several companies are already
introducing RFID floors into the market (e.g. [6], [2]) and
the cost of the tags used to build the grid in our environment
was less than the cost of a single short-range laser-scanner.
Our approach works in two phases. In the first phase,
the robot stores in the tags information about the local gas
concentration, derived from sensor measurements. In the
second phase, the robot stores information about the global
distance to the areas of highest concentration. The two phases
build upon a combination of an algorithm for gas distribution
mapping [7] and an algorithm for stigmergic path planning
[3], respectively. In principle, the latter is not able to cope

with multi modal profiles which are a distinctive feature
of gas distribution. In this work we extend the algorithm
to achieve a meaningful representation also in cases where
multi modal profiles are present. The result is the creation
of a map, stored in the RFID floor, which approximates the
distance to a gas source. This map provides a smooth (metric)
gradient toward the gas source, which can be used as a sort
of “virtual” gradient of the gas concentration. This enables
a robot to navigate to the source by cheap gradient descent
on the values read from the RFID tags.
Our algorithm only relies on the information coming from
the gas sensor and read from the floor tags. The robot does
not need to know where it is and needs only very limited
sensing, computational and storage capabilities. As for the
RFID floor, the very limited storage capacities of standard
RFID tags proved to be sufficient for our purposes, even
under long lasting experiments.
The use of the environment to store information is a well
known mechanism in nature, called stigmergy [8]. Stigmergic
approaches are used both in natural and artificial agents to
enable the cooperative performance of tasks [9]. Accordingly,
we show in this paper how our approach naturally extends to
multiple robots, enabling them to perform the mapping task
in a cooperative way by simply storing and reading information from the same RFID floor. Interestingly, cooperation
emerges even if the robots are not aware of each-other.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we recall some concepts about the two
basic approaches upon which our algorithm is based. In
Subsection II-A the gas map building is described while in
the Subsection II-B distance mapping process over an RFID
floor is summarized.
A. Olfaction maps
As mentioned above, the two key topics in robot olfaction
are gas source localization and gas distribution modeling.
Gas source localization involves three subtasks: gas finding,
gas source tracking and gas source declaration [10]. Gas
finding is the task of detecting an increased concentration
of a target gas, gas source tracking is the task of following
the cues determined from the sensed gas distribution towards
the source and gas source declaration is the decision process
finding out whether the source has been reached, at which
location it is, or which object it is. Most of literature copes
with gas source localization using bio-inspired approaches:
for instance, in [11] a genetic algorithm is applied to a
swarm of robots in order to locate the leakage of gas into an
environment presenting a contained airflow. In [12], three
bio-inspired odor source localization algorithms (casting,
surge-spiral and surge-cast) are tested both in simulation
and with real robots in a wind tunnel, and their expected
performance is derived through a theoretical model.
Current approaches to gas distribution mapping can be
divided into two groups: Model-based approaches, need the
application of complex numerical models based on fluid dynamics simulations but are not feasible in practical situations.

Simpler analytical models, as the Gaussian model proposed
by Ishida et al. [13], rest on rather unrealistic assumptions
and are of course only applicable for situations in which
the model assumptions hold. They assumed a one-directional
wind field where the time-averaged wind speed is constant
and the wind turbulence is isotropic and homogeneous.
Model-free approaches deal with the fluctuating nature of
the gas distribution without assuming a particular form of
the model. In [14] and [15] individual concentration samples
were recorded over a prolonged time (several minutes) at
grid locations, and in [10], [16] gas sensor readings were
statistically integrated into a spatial grid. Lilienthal et al. [7]
propose a statistical approach (the Kernel DM+V algorithm)
of the observed gas distribution, treating gas sensor measurements as random variables. The learned model is represented
as a pair of grid maps, one representing the distribution mean
and the other one the corresponding predictive variance per
grid cell. Reggente et al. [17] show that the variance distribution map typically provides more accurate information
about the source location than the mean distribution map.
In this work, we use the Kernel DM+V algorithm [7]
because it does not require any strong assumptions about
a particular functional form of the gas distribution. It treats
gas sensor measurements as random variables and derive a
statistical model of the observed gas dispersion from the
gas sensor measurements. Moreover it does not need the
knowledge of the wind field and the location of the gas
source to build the gas distribution map.
The general gas distribution mapping problem addressed is to learn a predictive two dimensional model
p(s|x, x(t1:n ), s(t1:n )) for the gas reading s at location x,
given the robot trajectory x(t1:n ) and the corresponding gas
sensor (MoX) measurements s(t1:n ). The central idea of
kernel extrapolation methods is to understand gas distribution
mapping as a density estimation problem addressed using
convolution with a Gaussian kernel N , which governs
the amount of extrapolation. The map building process, at
each time instant ti , computes for every cell center xl the
following quantities, based on the current position x(ti ) and
gas concentration measure s(ti ) of the robot:
Ml =

∑

N (|x(ti ) − xl |, σ ) · s(ti )

(1)

N (|x(ti ) − xl |, σ ) · (s(ti ) − sl(i) )2

(2)

i=1:n

Vl =

∑

i=1:n

Ωl =

∑

N (|x(ti ) − xl |, σ )

(3)

i=1:n

where Ωl is the weight map which intuitively represents
the information content of a sensor measurement i at grid
cell l. Ml ,Vl are respectively the mean distribution map and
the variance distribution map. The term s(l(i)) is the mean
prediction of the cell l closest to the measurement point x(ti )
and, consequently, the quantity (si − s(l(i)) )2 is the variance
contribution of reading i, and σ is the standard deviation of
the Gaussian N . The quantity Ωl is used as a normalization
factor in order to refine the estimate taking into account the

particular trajectory of the robot which both may privilege
certain locations with respect to others or to not cover some
locations. In the case of unexplored cells, the value in the
cell is computed by the mean of surrounding cells.
B. Building the artificial gradient
Our approach to build a gradient map over an RFID floor
is inspired by the one described in [3]. The environment is
represented by a grid of cells into which one or more robots
write some data. These cells are instantiated by read/write
RFID tags laid down in a regular grid under the floor.
In particular, in this approach, an estimate of the distance
to a given goal is computed and stored in every cell. To
this purpose, the robot starts from a known goal writing a 0
value both in the cell and in an internal counter. Then robot
executes random trajectories updating the value of the cells
when needed.
Whenever the robot detects a transition from a cell to
another, it increments its own internal counter and compares
this value with the one stored in the cell over which it is.
The minimum between these two values is saved both in the
internal counter and in the cell.
It has been analytically proven that, under full coverage
of the environment, a distance map reporting for each cell
the minimum distance to the goal is asymptotically obtained.
Threfore, the above algorithm effectively solves an optimal
path planning problem. This process does not need data storage on the robot except for the internal counter. Furthermore
the algorithm can be run concurrently by multiple units and it
is robust with respect to the deployment of obstacles on the
floor. The presence of multiple goals is managed building
several maps at the same time using the multiple fields
available on an RFID floor.
III. B UILDING THE MAP
In our scenario one or more robots travel over a hexagonal
grid of cells. In particular, each cell is described by an Id and
a readable/writable memory f . It is important to notice that
the position of the cells does not need to be known to the
robots, and that the Id’s are not associated with any metrical
information: these Id’s are only used by our algorithm to
detect the transition of the robot from one cell to the next
one. The grid can be represented by a graph G = (R, E ),
where the set of nodes R represents the cells and the set
of edges E represents the links between adjacent cells. The
centers of two adjacent cells, pi and p j , are separated by
an inter-distance d, i.e. E = ei j : ||pi − p j || = d . The gas
dispersal is supposed to be induced by a stationary source,
i.e. the gas dispersal is described by a stationary aleatory
process[7].
In the further, the description of the algorithm will be
detailed taking into account only one robot. This description
does not loose of generality with respect to the multi robot
case thanks to the stigmergic approach that is used in our
algorithm: in fact, the data stored in each cell are retrieved
and manipulated without taking care of the identity of the
robot that performs these operations. As it will be detailed in

the further, this scheme will lead to an implicit collaboration
even if the agents are not aware of each other.
The time execution is discretized into equal slots tk , k ∈ N.
For each tk , the robot is supposed to interact with the cell
that it occupies. In particular our algorithm can be split in
two phases. In the first the agent acquires and elaborates gasconcentration measures. Once this process stops, the robot
builds a distance map toward interesting regions.
A. Phase I : map seeding
During this phase, the robot gathers concentration measures. In particular, at each instant tk , the agent collects a
sample si (tk ) on a generic cell ri ∈ R.
These data are used to iteratively build both concentration
(M ) and variance (V ) maps.
In particular, the informative content of a cell ri is defined
as:
fi (tk ) = (mi (tk ), vi (tk ), ci (tk ))
(4)
where mi (tk ) and vi (tk ) represent respectively the actual mean
and variance concentration related to the cell ri and ci (tk ) is
a counter representing the number of time slots during which
the robot was on the cell ci .
This representation avoids the storage of any information
on-board the robot: in this phase, all the needed information
is stored in the cells.
In detail, both the concentration and variance values are
discretized into M levels l j ∈ 0, . . . , LM , j = 0, . . . , M with
l j+1 = l j + ∆l , ∆l ∈ N+ .
Whenever a robot acquires a measure over the cell ri , the
memory fi is updated as the following:


ci (tk−1 )mi (tk−1 ) + km s(tk )
= km m′i (tk ) (5)
mi (tk ) = km
ci (tk−1 ) + 1


vi (tk ) = kv 

ci (tk−1 )

vi (tk−1 )
kv

2
+ ci (tk−1 )m′2
i (tk−1 ) + s (tk )

ci (tk−1 ) + 1




− m′2
i (tk )
(6)

ci (tk ) = ci (tk−1 ) + 1

(7)

where LM , km and kv are proper constants used to normalize
the values into the same range.
In this manner, at each location, an estimate of the current
concentration and variance is iteratively built.
As the robot does not have any metrical information, the
related motion is governed by a random behavior: the agent
goes straight until an obstacle forbids the motion. When this
happens, random rotations are performed until a free path is
available.
After a certain amount of time this phase is declared
completed: at the end of this procedure, the RFID floor is
seeded by the triplets reported in Eq. (4) – see Figs. 3-a
and 3-b.
A couple of notes are in order regarding the termination
criterium for this phase. Since exploration is governed by a
stochastic behavior, it is not possible to compute in a closed
(analytical) form the time needed to achieve full coverage of

the environment. Instead, a heuristic termination condition
can be used, e.g., that the last N different cells visited by the
robot had all been already visited at least M times. While
this heuristic does not guarantee the full coverage of the
environment, we emphasize with [7] that full coverage is
not needed: the filtering effect of the second phase will fill
the unexplored cells by interpolating the values contained in
the adjacent ones. Obviously, though, a larger coverage of
cells is expected to lead to a better overall estimate.
In practice, the time needed to complete the first phase
can be empirically estimated based on the size and topology
of the environment, the number of robots, and the average
cruising speed. For instance, in the experimental environment
described in Section IV below, this phase was typically
completed in two hours using two robots on an almost empty
room of 7 × 9 meters, with average speed of 7 cm/s. In our
experiments, however, we often used a much longer time (up
to 18 hours) in order to study the behavior of the system as
the environment became saturated with the gas produced by
a constantly emitting source.
Finally, this phase can be implemented by using multiple
robots in parallel. This requires a simple pre-calibration using
the values gathered by the e-nose of each robot when the
gas compound is not present and when it is next to the
transducer. The goal of the calibration is to guarantee that all
robots provide compatible measurements. As it will be shown
below, even this simple calibration is sufficient to effectively
perform a multi robot seeding.
B. Phase II : gradient map
In this phase the robot travels on the grid in order to build
smooth potentials centered at interesting zones. While in [3]
the case of a single goal was treated, in this scenario we try
to effectively represent multi modal profiles: in particular, we
adopt a representation where local maxima represent more
interesting locations. During the building process, the robot
stores in memory a variable, the potential counter, for each
map to be built.
This variable is initially set to zero; whenever a transition
is detected by a robot, i.e. it passes from a cell to another, the
potential counter is decremented by a factor ρ . The result is
then compared with the value retrieved from the tag where
the robot has arrived: the maximum between these two values
is written both in the memory of the cell and in the potential
counter. As with the first phase, the navigation has a random
nature.
A description of the gradient mapping is reported in
Algorithm 1. At the end of the algorithm, each tag, for each
map, will contain a value which is proportional to the vicinity
to the most influencing maximum. As a consequence, the
information in the floor will represent a gradient which can
be used to navigate toward regions of high gas density. As
it will be detailed later, the ρ parameter plays an essential
role to obtain an effective representation when multiple local
maxima are present.

Algorithm 1:
Notation: Y ∈ R subset of cells, w(y) generic value (either
mean or variance) on the cell y
Require: all the tags have an initial value w, the step
increment value is ρ = ∆l /k, k ∈ N
Ensure: each cell will contain a value proportional to its
proximity with respect to the more influencing maximum
Ycurr ← 0/
potential counter = 0
while Explore do
Yprev ← Ycurr
Ycurr ← tags in range()
Ynew ← Ycurr −Yprev
choose random y ∈ Ynew
potential counter ← potential counter − ρ
w(y) ← max(w(y), potential counter)
potential counter ← w(y)
end

C. Simultaneous building: the Olfaction gradient map
At the end of the first phase, it could be straightforward to
apply the algorithm in [3]. However this approach presents
limitations when a multi modal profile is considered. In fact
the turbulent nature of the gas dispersal could lead to a very
irregular and consequently difficult potential to descend. In
order to cope with that, the parameter ρ is used to filter out
the effect of the turbulence.
In practice this parameter is used to isolate interesting
locations within a certain zone. In particular it is possible
to relate ρ with the previous discretization step ∆l as the
following:
∆l
(8)
D=
ρ
with D ∈ N. As a consequence, whenever D is greater than
one, a finer smoothing is performed. In particular some
asymptotic properties about the distance maps can be inferred
under the following assumptions:
Assumptions 1:
1) the reader never skips over a tag
2) ∀tk only a tag is in the range of the robot
3) the exploration strategy is complete
these conditions can be assumed achievable being supported
by experimental results. A particular consideration about the
completeness of the exploration is due: this is an asymptotic
property that is respected taking into account our random
navigation strategy and the fact that the environment is finite.
Furthermore, it is useful to formalize the definition of local
maximum in our context:
Definition 1: Under Assumptions 1, a cell ri is referred to
be a maximum for the map X if ∃T ′ ∈ N0 s.t. xi (tk ) > x j (tk ),
∀tk ≥ T ′ and ∀ j s.t. ei j ∈ E
where xi and X can be referred whether to the mean (mi
and M ) or variance (vi and V ) map representations.
As a consequence, it is possible to infer the following
property about the maps which are built by the algorithm:

Theorem 1: Under assumptions 1, asymptotically in the
map X each area of at least radius D − 1, centered at a
maximum rmax , will contain values which are smaller or
equal to xmax .
As it can be argued, the choice of D corresponds to filter
out higher frequencies on the gradient profile: for example,
choosing D = 1 will correspond to have no smoothing
while choosing D ≥ 2 will take to a filtering effect. As a
consequence, D represents a tuning factor for the output
of the algorithm. Small values of D furnish a map which
approximates the one obtained by the DM + V algorithm,
big values emphasize the information furnished only by
interesing cells. In particular denoting with p̄ the longest path
between all over the shortest paths connecting two cells, if
ρ < ∆p̄l then only the highest value collected during the first
phase will not be updated. As a consequence, all the other
cells will contain a value whose magnitude depends only
on the distance to this maximum (or possibly to multiple
maxima having the same value). The related proof is reported
in Appendix.
A note about the tuning of these parameters is in order.
In our implementation, D represents a best guess about the
smoothness of the gradient. In fact, whenever no multiple
maxima having the same value are closer than D cells, the
properties discussed above precisely describe the gradient.
These parameters could be set taking into account the robot’s
dimension or the probability to incur in local minima. However, as the robot does not have any knowledge other than
the cell that it occupies, it is difficult to exploit an adaptive
tuning of these parameters. Enlarging such a knowledge to
surrounding cells and keeping in memory some data could
be a possible way to implement this tuning.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, some experiments are analyzed with a
focus on the properties previously discussed about the algorithm. In particular two data sets are considered: the
first was gathered in an empty space free of obstacles,
while in the second walls and one table in the middle of
the room were added. The experiments lasted 9 and 18
hours respectively. Although a shorter time for this space is
typically needed (2 hours with two robots), a longer period
is required to study saturation phenomena. For this reason,
we considered a stationary source (this does not imply a
stationary gas distribution but conversely it only characterizes
the gas releasing). This assumption fits many scenarios. In a
domestic environment, it can be associated with a gas leakage
in a pipe or when a certain mass, e.g. a basket plenty of
organic compound, releases chemical substances in the air.
The gas distribution changes over the time, and the source
localization problem becomes more difficult especially when
the concentration increases in several locations. As gas
source we have used a cup filled with ethanol (C2 H5 OH)
placed on the ground. No artificial wind flow were present,
resulting in a chaotic wind field with intensity of few cm/s.

Fig. 1. a) Robot SAETTA: on the robot sides an RFID reader and a gas
sensor are mounted b) SAETTAs explore the PEIS Home 2

A. Experimental setup
Experiments have been carried out in the PEIS Home 2.
Compared to its predecessor, the PEIS Home [18], this environment furnishes a wider area, about 60 m2 , which allowed
us to conduct extensive experiments. Both of them contain
a hexagonal grid of RFID tags, which can be individually
accessed by the robot while it navigates, and thus act as
a physical read/write memory. In particular, each tag can
store up to 8 bytes and the interdistance between two adjacent
units is 20 cm. The tests were conducted using a couple of
SAETTA mobile platforms [19]. In this work robots mounted
IR transducers, a webcam, one SkyeModule M1 RFID reader
and a MiCS-5521 metal oxide sensor as depicted in Fig. 1.
The first two were used for collision avoidance, while the
latter ones were used to execute our algorithm. The RFID
reader checked for tag presence with a frequency of 2.5 Hz;
the gas sensor was polled at the same frequency. The visual
algorithm run at 5 Hz while the IR sensors were checked
at 40 Hz. The maximum speed of the robot was 7 cm/s.
The exploration was performed by a simple behavior which
consists in moving straight until an obstacle is detected.
When this happens, a random rotation is performed. Collision
avoidance was realized using the inexpensive Polly algorithm
[20] on the images from the webcam, coupled with IR
sensors. This collision avoidance strategy was chosen since it
was already available on our robots: our algorithm does not
depend on this choice, and a more inexpesive technique could
be used to keep the “minimalistic” nature of our approach –
e.g., one based on bumpers.
Due to the long lasting experiments, a voltage supplier
was used: electric cables were passed from the roof. This
would not be needed in fielded applications: as mentioned
before, for the first phase, a shorter time is sufficient in order
to effectively seed the map. Another solution, when multiple
units are available, consists in using some robots when others
are recharging batteries. As it will be detailed in the further,
the seeding performed with multiple robots is demonstrated
to be effective.
The second phase instead does not suffer of time interruption as it depends only by the end of the first phase.
B. Data set validation
In order to estimate the goodness of the data, the Kernel
DM+V algorithm [7], summarized in Subsection II-A , has
been executed for both datasets. The results, depicted in
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Fig. 2.
DM+V algorithm results. White circles represent gas source
location a) mean map related to Experiment 1 b) variance map related to
Experiment 1 c) mean map related to Experiment 2 d) variance map related
to Experiment 2

Fig.2, show that the source is estimated with good accuracy
both in mean and variance maps. The error estimate is always
within 50 cm of the exact location. The partial saturation
of the environment is clearly visible in the mean maps. As
expected, the variance representation shows more effectively
the source location: in fact, in the mean representation
the peak is in the middle of a high concentration area,
while the variance representation is less prone to saturation
phenomena.
C. Experiment 1:Mapping with no obstacles
In this experiment Saetta robots collected data over a time
of 9 hours. In the environment there were no obstacles. The
results are depicted in Figure 3. In this case both the mean
(Fig.3-c) and the variance (Fig.3-d) maps correctly estimated
the source location with an error of one cell. The distance
map process was executed after that a very good seeding was
obtained: in Fig.3-a and Fig.3-b the mean and variance ones
are respectively depicted. It is worth noticing that, in this experiment, data were not filtered. Furthermore it is interesting
to compare the potentials obtained in this experiment with
the ones provided in Fig.2-a,b: while in the latter ones the
physical gradient shows turbulence, the artificial potentials
provide a smoother shape which facilitates the navigation
toward the source.
D. Experiment 2: Mapping with obstacles
The second experiment was executed under more demanding conditions due to the presence of obstacles and a
longer execution period. Also in this case the maps were
concurrently built by two robots. In this case a thresholding
of the values was needed. This was necessary especially for
the variance maps: due to the long-lasting time, saturation
phenomena raised. Some areas, which were initially clean,
showed in fact an increase of variance as the gas concentration increased over the time in the whole environment. This
phenomenon could be partially handled by filtering data, for

d)

Fig. 3. Experiment 1 performed in the PEIS Home 2 with no obstacles.
Gas level was discretized into LM = 50levels, while D = 5. Yellow cells
represent gas source location, black cells show small gathered values or
unvisited cells: a) end of phase 1: seeding of the mean map, b) end of
phase 1: seeding of the variance map, c) mean map. As showed, the error
is contained (1 cell). d) variance map

example by a forgetting factor: this kind of solutions, although effective, would introduce an unwanted sophistication
of the algorithm. The threshold instead can be easily set by a
sensor calibration before the task execution. This operation
consists in acquiring the measures when the sensor is far
away from the source and when it is very close to ethanol.
In this manner, the operative range of the transducer can be
determined. In our scenario we chose the threshold equal
either to the 70% of the maximum value or the 130% of the
minimum: in both cases we achieved good results. However,
without applying a threshold, some interesting observations
about the smoothing effect of the parameter ρ are possible.
In Fig.4-a a distance map considering D = 1 is showed, while
in Fig.4-c the same data set has been processed with D = 20.
As it can be noticed, the first map is very irregular, while
the latter one shows only one maximum located close to the
source. Intermediate solutions can be obtained with a proper
tuning of D: for example, Fig.4-b shows a map were D = 5.
In this case it is also possible to see how the maxima are
distant at least 4 cells each other.
In Fig.5-a the variance map obtained considering thresholded values is depicted. Note that the presence of obstacles
distorts the gradient flux: in this manner the real nagivation
distance for a cell to the source, greater than the line of sight
range, is correctly represented.
E. Experiment 3: Concurrent seeding
In this experiment also the first phase is parallelized: the
measurements performed by each robot, due to the calibration procedure described in Subsection III-A, are normalized
with respect to a known level. As depicted in Fig.6-b, the gap
between the estimate and the true position is one cell. It is
interesting to analyze the seeding phase depicted in Fig. 6 a: the normalization procedure allows the measures gathered
by different robots to be compliant each other. Although the
asymptotic map is not achieved yet, it can be seen how more
interesting cells are in the neighborhood of the source.
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distance map with D = 1, c) distance map obtained with D = 5, d) three dimensional representation of the distance map with D = 5, e) distance map
obtained with D = 20, f) three dimensional representation of the distance map with D = 20
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Fig. 5. Variance map obtained from Experiment 2: LM = 25 and D = 2.
Data were thresholded considering only values greater than the 70% of the
maximum value achievable by the sensor. Black cells represent obstacles,
while yellow ones represent gas source location: a) asymptotic distance map
b) 3D representation of the aforementioned map
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Fig. 6. Variance map obtained using concurrent seeding: a) seeding phase:
the maximum value is adjacent to the source location b) distance map. Note
that asymptotic values are not gathered yet although the representation is
consistent, being the source location properly estimated

V. CONCLUSIONS
While mobile robot olfaction has great potential for future
environmental monitoring application, its development is
hindered by the difficulties induced by the turbulent nature of
gas propagation. In this paper we have proposed an effective
solution to robot gas mapping that leverages the concept of
stigmergy, and can be implemented on inexpensive robots
navigating on a RFID floor. Our solution combines measurements of gas concentration and fluctuation with distance
computation to generate an artificial potential field whose
maxima indicate the likely position of the gas source(s). Extensive experimental results show that our approach produces
usable gas maps even using very simple robots.

Differently from any previous work, the map is computed
and stored directly on the RFID floor rather than in the
internal memory of the robots. An important consequence of
this is that robots do not need to maintain any metric location
information, nor to perform any sort of SLAM or cooperative
localization, and they can therefore rely on very simple
and inexpensive hardware and software. Moreover, as shown
in our experiments, our approach enables a very natural
form of multi-robot cooperation, by having several robots
concurrently building the map on the shared RFID floor. The
price to pay is the reliance on a fixed infrastructure, the RFID
floor. While this is still a relatively unusual infrastructure

today, we emphasize that its use in smart homes and factory
floors is rapidly growing (e.g., [6], [2]) and that its cost is
moderate. The deployment cost is further reduced by the
fact that we do not need to know the metric position of each
RFID tag.
The proposed approach points to several directions for
further development. One such direction is how to exploit
the information built in the RFID floor. Our current efforts
focus on using this information to guide the navigation of
robots toward the likely gas source(s) by gradient following;
interesting, previous results [3] suggest that a useful gradient
is already obtained long before full convergence, thus allowing a faster response. Another aspect is to study exploration
strategies that use the current information in the RFID floor.
Both exploration and exploitation should consider carefully
how to deal with local minima in the field stored in the floor.
Finally, we plan to study mechanisms that can cope with the
case in which the position of the gas source changes over
time.
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A PPENDIX
The proof of the Theorem is based on Assumptions 1. Furthermore we state, without proof, the following propositions (details
can be found in [3]):
Proposition 1:
• the values m(t) and v(t) are non decreasing for each cell
• At the end of every cycle, the distance counter has the same
value of the tag r upon which the robot is.
With an abuse of notation, denote with tk = 0 the end of the
first phase. By this definition, it is possible to infer the following
property:
Lemma 1: Each maximum xi (t), ri ∈ R, will be equal to its own
value at the end of the first phase, i.e. xi (tk ) = xi (0), ∀tk ∈ N
Proof: the proof directly exploits the update rule presented
in Algorithm 1 and Definition 1. By contradiction, suppose that
∃tk′ ∈ N s.t. xi (tk′ ) > xi (0) . This implies that ∃r j , ei j ∈ E , s.t.
′ ) − ρ ) = x (t ′ ) − ρ . Thus, at instant
xi (tk′ ) = max(xi (0), x j (tk−1
j k−1
′
tk the neighbor r j has a greater value than ri . Hereafter, by
Proposition 1 and under the assumption that exploration strategy
is complete, being every x non decreasing over the time, xi will be
possibly updated by a neighbor having a greater value and thus it
cannot be a maximum according to Definition 1.
It is worth to note that each initial value xi (0), according to Eq.(5)
and Eq.(6), has the form xi (0) = Ki Dρ , Ki ∈ N. In fact every initial
value is a multiple of ∆l and consequently, by Eq.(8), it is multiple
of Dρ . Now that it has been demonstrated that asymptotically the
maxima will be constituted by a subset of values gathered at the
end of the first phase, the Theorem 1 can be proved.
Proof: Let xi (0) be a local maximum and denote with piz the
length of the shortest path linking the cell ri to a generic cell rz .
By contradiction, suppose that exists another maximum x j (0), s.t.
x j (0) > xi (0), with pi j < D. By Lemma 1 the maxima have the
form xi (0) = Ki Dρ and x j (0) = K j Dρ , K j > Ki ∈ N. According to
Algorithm 1, ∃tk′ ∈ N s.t.:
xi (tk′ ) = max(xi (0), x j (0) − pi j )

(9)

but being xi (0) − x j (0) = K j − Ki ≥ D, if x j is within the area of
radius D − 1 centered at ci , i.e. pi j < D, xi cannot be a maximum
because xi (tk′ ) = x j (0) − pi j ρ .
It is worth of note that if N multiple maxima having the same value
are deployed in a manner such that every maximum has at least one
other homologous at distance smaller than D, then no other maxima
will be present within the area given by the union of the N areas
of radius D − 1 centered at maxima locations. The proof is omitted
being very similar to the previous case.

